Visual discrimination, categorical identification, and categorical rating in brief displays of curved lines: implications for discrete encoding processes.
Visual discrimination, categorical identification, and categorical rating measurements were made on sets of curved-line stimuli drawn from a theoretically uniform continuum with curvature parameter s. In Experiment 1, discriminability of pairs of curved lines separated by a constant distance on the s scale was measured at successive points along the scale. Curved lines were presented four at a time in a 100-msec display, which was followed by a random-dot mask. Discrimination performance was found to vary nonsmoothly with s. In Experiment 2, a categorical identification task was performed in which subjects labeled the curved-line stimuli of Experiment 1 straight, just curved, and more than just curved. From these data, a theoretical discrimination performance was computed that was closely congruent to the discrimination performance of Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, three different categorical rating scales with two, three, and four intervals were tested and each was shown to be less effective than the categorical identification scale for predicting discrimination performance. Mean ratings were, however, highly linear with s, suggesting that the curved-line continuum was psychometrically uniform. Experiment 4 provided further evidence for the uniformity of the curved-line continuum by measuring conventional acuity for curvature. Two rather than four curved lines were presented in each display; duration was increased to 2 sec; and the poststimulus mask was omitted. Acuity was found to vary linearly with s. It was concluded that under conditions in which attention is distributed over a number of elements in the field and in which viewing and effective visual processing time are restricted, performance in discriminating curved-line stimuli may be determined by relatively coarse, discrete visual processes.